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Abstract—Digital control systems are essential to the safe and
efficient operation of a variety of industrial processes in sectors
such as electric power, oil and gas, water treatment, and manufacturing. Modern control systems are increasingly connected
to other control systems as well as to corporate systems. They
are also increasingly adopting networking technology and system
and application software from conventional enterprise systems.
These trends can make control systems vulnerable to cyber
attack, which in the case of control systems may impact physical
processes causing environmental harm or injury.
We present some results of the DATES (Detection and Analysis
of Threats to the Energy Sector) project, wherein we adapted
and developed several intrusion detection technologies for control
systems. The suite of detection technologies was integrated and
connected to a commercial security event correlation framework
from ArcSight. We demonstrated the efficacy of our detection and
correlation solution on two coupled testbed environments. We
particularly focused on detection, correlation, and visualization
of a network traversal attack, where an attacker penetrates
successive network layers to compromise critical assets that
directly control the underlying process. Such an attack is of
particular concern in the layered architectures typical of control
system implementations.
Index Terms—critical infrastructure security, control system
security, intrusion and anomaly detection, alert correlation,
security information event management

I. I NTRODUCTION
The energy sector increasingly relies on digital industrial
control systems (ICS) such as Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA) to operate complex cyber-physical systems. Legacy control systems were isolated and used proprietary protocols, achieving a degree of security through
obscurity. Modern systems increasingly use open standards
such as Internet protocols, and are increasingly interconnected.
Although this has resulted in improved safety and costeffectiveness of operation, there is concern that these systems
are vulnerable to cyber attacks similar to those that have long
affected enterprise systems. In control systems, there is the
additional concern that successful attacks might cause not
merely economic loss, but possibly environmental and safety
impacts as well.
The DATES (Detection and Analysis of Threats to the
Energy Sector) project has developed a distributed, multialgorithm intrusion detection capability suitable for the digital
control systems that operate much of our energy infrastructure.
The detection capability combines conventional signature approaches with novel components using Bayesian methods and
learning-based anomaly detection. These latter components

were shown to be effective in control system environments
because of the regularity of traffic and limited number of
protocols in these environments [1]. We integrate the detection
capability with a leading Security Information Event Management (SIEM) system from ArcSight, which overall provides a
monitoring solution that complements perimeter defenses and
provides the ICS security operator a significantly improved
level of situational awareness for a variety of attacks against
control systems.
In this paper, we present our integrated system using the
example of a so-called network traversal attack. Such attacks
are of particular importance in infrastructure systems because
of the layered architectures of such systems. A typical control
system is isolated from public and corporate networks by
demilitarized zones (DMZs) and other network segmentation
architectures. The controlled connections between the networks reflect operational requirements. Therefore, an attack
that penetrates network layers in succession exploits trust
relationships between networks, providing a traversal path for
an attacker from a public network all the way to high-priority
field devices.
To define network traversal attacks, we assume that each
host H has a criticality score, denoted by criticality(H),
which may depend on its functionality or the value of the
data it manages. We model network traversal attacks as sequences of network connections of the form H1 → H2 →
· · · → Hk such that Hi are hosts and criticality(Hi−1 ) ≤
criticality(Hi ), where i ∈ {2, · · · , k}. Moreover, we assume
that each connection, Hi−1 → Hi , in the sequence pertains to
one or more events that violate a security policy, for example,
an event that violates a network access policy.
Our definition of network traversal attacks is similar to
that of stepping-stone attacks (e.g., [2], [3]), but they differ
in their motivation. For stepping-stone attacks, an adversary
uses multiple intermediate hosts to obfuscate the origin of the
attack. In network traversal attacks, an adversary exploits the
trust relationships among hosts to attack a high-value target
host to which the adversary does not have direct access.
II. S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
We consider a corporate or enterprise network (possibly
Internet-facing), with clients that access resources such as
historian servers in a DMZ between corporate and control
zones. These historian servers receive data from field control
processors (FCPs) or front end processors (FEPs) in the
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Testbed architecture overview

control zone, which issue control commands to and poll
data from devices in field networks. The control network
typically contains assets such as the human-machine interface (HMI) and other workstations, which run control-system
applications on conventional computer platforms. The field
network devices directly monitor and control a physical process, such as refining, manufacturing, or electric power generation/transmission/distribution. Separation of enterprise and
control networks via a double-firewalled DMZ is consistent
with good practices widely used in control systems [4].
The control system can operate with loss of the DMZ
servers, and in many cases even with temporary loss of
the control network. In this case, the field network operates
autonomously for a time or is brought to a safe shutdown
by a logically orthogonal safety instrumented system (SIS).
As such, the field network is considered highest priority, the
control network high, the DMZ medium, and the corporate
low. The expected traffic is regular by comparison to traffic on
enterprise networks. Clients in the corporate zone may access
the DMZ through the firewall only over the protocols allowed
for the historian server. In practice, traffic such as Windows
RPC is often present as well, and has known vulnerabilities.
Also, defenders must be aware of vulnerability exploits over
the allowed protocols, as well as the possibility of hijacked
TCP connections. Thus, while suspicious traffic from one zone
to another should always trigger an alarm, the absence of such
traffic is no guarantee that the system is not being attacked,
so that additional techniques such as deep packet inspection
and asset health monitoring are essential for defense in depth.
The testbed architectures as shown in Figure 1 are instan-

tiations of this reference architecture, with logical separation
of corporate, DMZ, control, and field networks.
A. Intrusion Detection for Control Systems
Because process control systems typically consist of enterprise commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components (e.g.,
commercial database systems running on Microsoft Windows)
and process-control-specific components, such as remote terminal units (RTUs) that communicate using Modbus TCP, our
intrusion monitoring approach employs a suite of intrusion
detection sensors for both enterprise and process-controlspecific subsystems to achieve good attack detection coverage.
Intrusion Detection for Enterprise Networks and Hosts: To
monitor enterprise networks (such as the corporate network
in the reference architecture as shown in Figure 1) and
COTS components (such as commercial database systems and
operating systems), we employ intrusion detection sensors
monitoring events at the network and host levels.
For network monitoring, we employ Snort [5] for attacksignature-based detection, Bayesian sensors for detecting several important attack classes such as reconnaissance and asset
distress [6], and EMERALD eXpert sensors for performing
deep packet inspection and stateful analysis for several key
network protocols such as HTTP [7], [8].
For host monitoring, we employ commercial security solutions (in particular, Symantec Endpoint Protection [9] and
McAfee VirusScan Enterprise [10]) for monitoring machines
running Microsoft Windows. These host-based security components may detect malicious activities that are not easily
observable by network monitoring components, such as mod-

ification of security-critical files on the target hosts or attacks
that are propagated via encrypted network connections, and
thus can provide enhanced detection coverage.
Intrusion Detection for Process-control-specific Subsystem:
Our control-system-specific monitoring solution employs both
the signature-based approach and the model-based detection
approach for monitoring control system environments and PCS
protocols, e.g., Modbus, DNP3, and the Inter Control Center
Protocol (ICCP).
For the signature-based approach, we use Snort [5] with the
control-network-specific rules developed by Digital Bond [11].
This detection capability provides high-fidelity detection for
known malicious activities.
In model-based detection, we characterize the expected
behavior of the system, and detect attacks when the system
deviates from this behavior. This approach has the potential
to detect unknown attacks, and may provide complementary
detection coverage to the signature-based approach. We note
that control systems typically exhibit regular and predictable
communication patterns, which significantly simplifies the
specification or learning of these models.
We have developed several model-based monitors for process control systems, including eModbus for detecting changes
in server or service availability for Modbus servers, eFlowmon
for performing flow-based anomaly detection for monitoring
the traffic patterns for individual network flows, and Snort
rule sets for detecting violations of the Modbus protocol
specification. Readers are referred to [1], [12] for detailed
description of our work on model-based detection.
B. Event Management
Control systems monitor physical processes to collect process parameters and provide process alarms as two of their
core functions. Process alarms are not necessarily indicative
of malicious activity. To include an intrusion monitoring
and situational awareness capability such as DATES risks
burdening the operator with additional alarms, in this case
from the intrusion detection framework. Correlation of alerts
from intrusion detection systems is therefore essential in order
to provide a succinct representation of potential cyber attacks
against the system, including indications of severity and a
capability for detailed drill-down.
Our alert correlation approach builds on several basic concepts, including incident classification, network zones, and
asset types. Moreover, to facilitate ranking of security events
so that security administrators can focus on the most security
critical events first, we develop a prioritization scheme for
incident classes and criticality ranking for network zones
and asset types that reflect common process-control-system
characteristics.
Intrusion detection components can potentially report a
very large number of alert types. Snort alone, for example,
may be equipped with thousands of attack signatures. To
handle this, we have provided a map of EMERALD reports
and alerts from other components within DATES to a much
smaller number of incident classes. Using incident classes

TABLE I
I NCIDENT CLASSES AND THEIR PRIORITIZATION
Incident Class

Numeric Severity

Class 1

Denial of Service
Asset Distress

4

Class 2

System Env Corruption
Integrity Violation
Binary Subversion
Privilege Violation

3

Class 3

Suspicious Usage
User Subversion
User Env Corruption

2

Class 4

Access Violation
Connection Violation
Probe
Exfiltration
Action Logged

1

TABLE II
A SSET TYPE CRITICALITIES
Asset Type

Criticality

Numeric
Criticality

Remote Terminal Unit (RTU)
Front End Processor
ICCP Host
HMI Server
HMI Client
Historian Server
Historian Client

Very High
High
High
Medium
Low
Low
Very Low

5
4
4
3
2
2
1

facilitates the development of general correlation strategies and
performing cross-sensor correlation. Specifically, the incident
class abstraction enables one to specify correlation criteria at a
higher level, resulting in a more extensible and reusable correlation system. We employ the incident classification developed
in our previous work on alert correlation [13].
Based on the relative importance among the security objectives for process control systems, we developed a prioritization
scheme for incident classes. Generally, asset owners consider
availability as the most important security objective, followed
by integrity, and then confidentiality. We then group the
incident classes into four “super classes” and assign severity
values to them to reflect their importance for control systems.
For example, the super class for “asset distress” has the
highest severity value as the events in this class may affect the
availability of target assets. At the other end of the spectrum,
the super class containing “action logged” and “probe” is
typically less important. Table I shows the incident classes
with their prioritization.
The criticality of the targets is another factor that affects
the importance of events. We use two attributes of assets to
determine their criticality, namely, asset types and network
zones in which the assets are located. Examples of asset
types are historians and RTUs. We assign different weights
to different asset types and network zones to reflect their
criticality. Like incident classes, asset type and network zone
present a high-level abstraction that enables us to specify

TABLE III
N ETWORK ZONE CRITICALITIES
Network Zone

Criticality

Numeric
Criticality

Field
Control
DMZ
Corporate

Very High
High
Medium
Low

5
4
3
1

In this work, researchers at Sandia and SRI instrumented
an instantiation of VCSE to develop and test control system
intrusion detection, SIEM, and large-scale threat analysis technologies. Moreover, we employed a variety of VCSE models
with threats that would be difficult to detect using existing IT
security technologies. The instrumented VCSE was exercised
in various modes of normal operation and a variety of attack
scenarios.
IV. ATTACK S CENARIO

general correlation criteria for entire classes of assets as
opposed to those for specific asset instances. Tables II and III
show the asset types and network zones with their associated
criticality values.
III. T ESTBEDS
To study cross-site attack detection and correlation, we
employ two testbeds for experimentation and validation. These
two testbeds, hosted at SRI International and Sandia National
Laboratories, respectively, each model a utility company in the
electric industry. Moreover, during the experiments, the two
testbeds were linked using a secure connection so that their
alerts could be securely sent to the same ArcSight SIEM server
for event correlation. Figure 1 depicts a high-level schematic
for the testbeds.
The SRI testbed is based on a Distributed Control System
(DCS) from Invensys Process Systems, IA series [14], and
features the following key components:
• An application workstation (AW) for configuration, visualization, and control
• A control LAN based on a redundant pair of Enterasys
switches (optical Ethernet)
• An Invensys field control processor (FCP) module
• A field bus that connects the FCP to two Ethernet field
bus modules (FBMs)
• A field LAN connecting the FBM and simulated Modbus
devices (Modbus simulators from Modbustools.com and
Calta) running in virtual machines
• Network and host intrusion detection sensors, configured
to send security events to the ArcSight SIEM server
The Sandia testbed is based on the Virtual Control System
Environment (VCSE) [15], a flexible, distributed tool-oriented
environment enabling real, emulated, and simulated components to be brought together to facilitate the analysis of the
impact of threats against cyber-physical systems.
Both testbeds are running an instantiation of SRI’s EMERALD system, which combines the aforementioned network
intrusion detection technologies. We modified EMERALD to
create output in ArcSight’s Common Event Format (CEF),
which ArcSight obtains using its SmartConnector technology.
In CEF, we transmit the source and destination IP addresses
and ports, as well as the name, description, and incident
class (using the field “Device Event Category”) of alerts. We
configured the host-based intrusion detection systems such as
Symantec and McAfee to generate messages in syslog format,
which ArcSight picks up using its syslog SmartConnector.

SRI and Sandia conducted a number of attack scenarios
against the two test environments, including one attack scenario to simulate an attack from a compromised utility to
another utility using ICCP [16].
One attack scenario consisted of a distributed denial of
service using multiple compromised computers inside utility
networks to attack a single target. The DATES framework
detected the various exploits used, and the anomaly detection
components alerted when the attack successfully impeded
expected communication flows.
Another attack scenario, which we describe in further detail here, was a network traversal attack where the attacker
successively penetrated the defensive layers of the control
system architecture. The network traversal is a multi-step
attack using a number of scans and exploits that take advantage
of common vulnerabilities as well as specific attacks against
control system protocols and assets. The attacker uses a
strategy of compromising progressively more critical nodes,
seeing what can be attacked from that point, and proceeding
to the next target.
In our scenario, the adversary has compromised a corporate desktop computer at Utility 1. From this computer, the
adversary gains a foothold on a historian client, still in the
corporate zone. This client is permitted to access the historian
server in the DMZ. The attacker finds a vulnerability on the
historian server, compromises it, and uses it as a stepping stone
to attack the front end processor in the control network. From
this node, the attacker unsuccessfully attempts to trip a breaker
on an RTU in the field network, and also attacks the HMI.
Although these attacks are unsuccessful, they are detected
through network and host protection components. The attacker
compromises the ICCP host in Utility 1, which is permitted to
communicate to the corresponding ICCP host at Utility 2. By
exploiting this communication channel, the adversary is able
to bring down the ICCP host at Utility 2.
V. C ORRELATION TO E XPOSE N ETWORK T RAVERSAL
We detect and visualize network traversal attacks in the
ArcSight SIEM component to identify a certain pattern of
events. Thus, the flood of low-level events, which ArcSight
processes and stores, and which may contain false positives,
is abstracted into a case that a human operator can easily
grasp given our visualization (described in more detail in
Section VI).
In our attack scenario, we correlate events that form a chain
and that progress from a low-criticality network zone to one

of higher criticality. The key idea is to take advantage of
the observation that process control networks tend to have
predictable and “layered” communication patterns among the
hosts in different zones. With properly configured firewalls, an
external adversary with potential access only to the corporate
network may need to compromise machines through a series of
network zones (from the DMZ to the control network) before
gaining access to high-value targets in the field networks. Our
approach enables correlation and visualization of an attack
as it crosses zones in the process control network. Recalling
the criticality values for zones, we assign the highest priority
to assets in the field zone, high priority to the control zone,
medium priority to the DMZ, and lowest priority to the corporate network (see Table III). As shown in the algorithm below,
IDS alerts pertaining to zone- or utility-crossing events may
be correlated based on the criticality of the zones pertaining to
the source and destination IP addresses, and matching of the
source IP address in an alert with the destination IP address
of another event.
Given a set of alerts A1 , A2 , A3 , etc., the zone-based
criticality escalation algorithm will correlate them as an event
chain if the following conditions are met:

Fig. 2.

ArcSight definition of filter for potential traversal events

(1) zone(dst(Ai )) is “internal”
(2) dst(Ai ) = src(Ai+1 )
(3) criticality(zone(src(Ai ))) ≤ criticality(zone(dst(Ai )))
OR zone(src(Ai )) is “external”
OR utility(zone(src(Ai ))) 6= utility(zone(dst(Ai )))
where
dst(A) returns the destination IP address of alert A,
src(A) returns the source IP address of alert A,
zone(X) returns the zone to which IP address X belongs,
zone Z is internal if it is monitored by a participating IDS,
zone Z is external if it is not internal,
criticality(Z) returns the criticality of zone Z, and
utility(Z) returns the identifier of the utility to which zone Z belongs.

Condition (1) establishes the boundary case that the event
chaining process stops when the destination zone of the last
event is no longer being monitored. Condition (2) corresponds
to the requirement about matching the destination IP address
of an event with the source IP address of another one. Condition (3) pertains to the criterion about nondecreasing zone
criticality (i.e., the zone that corresponds to the destination
IP address of an event should be at least as critical as that
which corresponds to the source IP address). There are two
exceptions for this criterion: one for the case that the source is
external, in which case the numerical value of the criticality is
undefined, and one for events between two different utilities.
To detect attacks that unfold as a series of events, which
progress through the networks, we first define a filter to
capture potential candidates. Figure 2 shows the definition
of such a filter in the ArcSight SIEM, which looks for a
base or aggregated event with a destination inside the utility
networks and equal or increasing criticality between source
and destination. We define an event as progressing in criticality
if either a) the numeric criticality of the source zone is less
than or equal to the one of the destination zone or, b) the source
is outside of the utility networks, or c) the event crosses from
one to the other utility.

Fig. 3.

ArcSight definition of rule “chain2”

The next challenge is to formulate rules that fire when
potential candidates of events form a chain in which the source
of a new attack step is the target of a previous attack step.
To implement this chaining of events, we decided against a
simple recursive solution as it poses the danger of running
in loops. Instead, we spelled out a rule for each ith chain
element starting with an initial rule “chain2” to match the first
two events and then matching existing chain events “chainn”
with one event to extend the chain by one. In our prototype
implementation we count up to “chain6” to match chains
of length six in our prototype implementation. In an actual
deployment, we suggest creating rules to a higher number.
One reason for this approach is the power of the rule-matching
engine in ArcSight. A firing rule creates a meta event that
enters the incoming event stream and could be consumed by
any rule as if it were an event created from one of the sensors
connected to ArcSight. We make heavy but careful use of
this feature in our implementation as a poorly written rule
may easily create a loop or consume too much memory and
processing power when under heavy load, which in turn may
cause ArcSight to automatically disable such rules in order to
maintain operation of the whole system.
Figure 3 shows the definition of rule “chain2” in ArcSight.
Recall that the goal of this rule is to fire when two events are
initially identified as a chain of length two. The conditions
define two events e1 and e2 that are a chain but not a loop,
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prior chain event of length n

three negated matching situations between events cn, e1, and e2

currently matching, new chain event

Fig. 4.

src(e1)

e1

dst(e1)

e2

dst(e2)

Three negated matching situations for “chain2”

example. Let us assume that we attempt to match a chain
of length n. In the example of “chain3” with n = 3, we
match a prior chain event c2 that refers to a chain of length
n − 1 = 2 and means that the corresponding rule has fired
and created a meta event in the event stream with another
“progressing base or aggregated with utility destination” event
e3 . Again, these two events must form a chain but not a loop,
i.e., dst(c2 ) = src(e3 ) and src(c2 ) 6= dst(e3 ). Then, analogous
to the rule “chain2” we also require the absence of another
chain event with length ≥ n using the concept of a negated
event c. The logic of applying the negated event is analogous
to the logic explained above in relation to “chain2” rules and
depicted in Figure 4.
VI. V ISUALIZATION

Fig. 5.

ArcSight definition of rule “chain3”

i.e., dst(e1 ) = src(e2 ) and src(e1 ) 6= dst(e2 ). Both events must
match the filter “progressing base or aggregated with utility
destination” defined in Figure 2.
In addition to this positive formulation of what it means
to declare an initial chain of length two, we employ the
concept of negated events in ArcSight to prevent the rule from
firing in situations when a chain already exists to which one
of the events e1 or e2 could be attached. Using a negated
event requires the absence of any matching event at the time
the rule is evaluated. Here, the negated event c denotes a
prior firing of any of the “chain2” through “chain5” rules
(“chain6” is explicitly exempt, as it is the last chain rule in
our prototype implementation). Then, in the JOIN condition
(labeled “Matching Event”) at the top of the tree, we prevent
the rule from firing in the following three situations as depicted
in Figure 4. If there was a previously fired chain event cn of
length n, and its destination matches one of the three locations
of the currently matching “chain2” events, namely src(e1 ),
dst(e1 ), and dst(e2 ), then we want to prevent the establishment
of a new chain of length two. Instead, a different rule for chains
of length n + 1 could possibly match with the respective event
e1 or e2 to extend the prior chain event cn . Thus, we exclude
the longest possible chain rule in the negated event (“chain6”
in our prototype implementation) as no chain rule for length
n + 1 exists—in this case, it is prudent to have “chain2” fire
and start a new chain of length two.
We then define the rules “chain3” through “chain6” as
follows and will use “chain3” as shown in Figure 5 as an

Once a sequence of events causes the chain rules in ArcSight
to fire, we collect all endpoints of these events as pairs
in a so-called Active List. Then, all subsequent events that
have endpoints that match any of the pairs in the list are
collected and visualized, building a comprehensive picture of
the ongoing network traversal attack.
Our visualization as shown in Figure 6 uses the ArcSight
event graph data monitor to draw each endpoint as a square
and events as circles. To show how the network traversal
attack is indeed penetrating the layers to reach its ultimate
goals of highly critical field devices and even crosses into a
different utility network, we identify the zones to which the
hosts belong in the picture.
Red (medium gray) squares are sources of events, blue
(dark gray) squares act as both sources and destinations, and
white squares are destinations of events. The squares are
labeled with the host name of the IP addresses drawn from
the ArcSight network model of the two utilities we simulated
in our testbeds. Also included in the label is the location of
the host—U1 refers to Utility 1 and U2 to Utility 2.
Each event circle has a size that is proportional to the
number of events observed for that event type, and the label
below each circle shows the event name. The event names
shown in Figure 6 reflect the diversity of the underlying
detection components contributing to the visualization. Events
relating to new or missing flows are generated by the flow
anomaly detection component. Numeric labels correspond to
Snort identifiers; for example, the label 1:2002903 denotes
a Snort rule for detecting a specified shellcode segment,
part of an exploit against Wintel machines. The visualization
illustrates the various scans and exploits used by the attackers
as they traverse from the corporate network through the DMZ
and into the control network of Utility 1, from which they
attempt to compromise a field asset and also attack Utility 2
via the communication channel that is used for ICCP. See
Section IV for a description of the network traversal attack. As
shown, the figure depicts the result of the complete traversal
attack; the various nodes and edges are dynamically generated
as ArcSight receives events matching the correlation rules, and
the operator can watch the attack graph build up from left to

Fig. 6.

Visualization of network traversal attack in ArcSight

right as the attack progresses (refer to [17] for a video of a
DATES demo).
As the events comprising this picture of a network traversal
attack contain much more information than shown in the
event graph, we have also implemented a table view of the
events below the graph view in a customized dashboard, in
which the operator can quickly look up more details of each
event such as the time stamp, a more detailed message, and
the incident class. Finally, ArcSight provides more means of
notifying operators—for example, through email or paging. It
would be straightforward to implement a rule with the specific
parameters for a utility employing this system to send out
automated alerts when the chain has reached a certain length
or certain zones or other important criteria are met.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
The ubiquitous interconnection of industrial control systems
and the migration of these systems to commodity platforms
such as Windows for HMI as well as TCP/IP networking
and embedded operating systems in field devices have led to
intense recent interest in cyber security for these environments.
The Department of Energy has led the development of an
evolving industry roadmap document to advance cyber security
in energy sector control systems [18]. This roadmap identifies
monitoring as an important support for the goal to develop
control systems that are secure and resilient to attack.
Numerous agencies have developed best-practice architectures for connecting control systems to enterprise systems [4],

[19]. Sandia’s VCSE, which comprises part of the DATES
testbed, instantiates a variety of control architectures in a mix
of virtual and physical components [15].
With respect to intrusion detection in control systems,
Digital Bond developed a set of Snort signatures tailored to
detect attacks against several important control protocols, and
it has continued to maintain this signature base [11], [5]. Our
DATES detection suite includes this signature base among its
other algorithmic components.
The efficacy of anomaly detection systems that take advantage of the regularity of traffic in control systems was
demonstrated by Cheung et al. [1]. DATES incorporates these
concepts and extends them to flow anomaly detection, and also
introduces an adaptive learning feature.
The DHS LOGIIC (Linking the Oil and Gas Industry
to Improve Cybersecurity) Correlation Project was an early
demonstration of integrated detection and SIEM in a control system environment, and was a starting point for the
DATES solution [20]. DATES developed advances in anomaly
detection, cross-site visualization, and visualization of zone
traversal attacks.
From the industry side, commercial solutions for intrusion
detection and prevention are available from a variety of
sources, with leading products from Tofino and Industrial
Defender, among others [21], [22]. Vendor systems often
include commercial security components as well; for example,
the Invensys IA system in our testbed includes a McAfee host
IDS [14], [10].

VIII. C ONCLUSION

R EFERENCES

Although digital control systems are adopting many aspects
of conventional enterprise computing, they differ from enterprise systems in several key respects. The need for emergency
operator intervention and for continuous operation makes
many enterprise security practices difficult to apply. On the
other hand, the mission of control systems is much narrower
in scope than that of enterprise systems. Control systems
typically run a small set of comparatively simple protocols,
and exhibit regular communication patterns between assets in
various network zones. This regularity makes anomaly detection approaches more effective in terms of detection sensitivity
as well as false alarm rate than in enterprise systems.
The layered defense makes network traversal attacks particularly important to detect. Since by their very nature these
attacks use multiple exploits to compromise assets closer and
closer to the highest-value field components, a correlation and
visualization framework must be imposed on the intrusion
detection system to provide meaningful situational awareness.
We have presented results from the DATES project, in which
we combined a variety of detection approaches, including
new approaches using learning-based anomaly detection, along
with the ArcSight Security Information Event Management
system, to provide a situational awareness solution suitable for
control systems such as those widely used in the energy sector.
We demonstrated the suite of components on two interconnected testbeds. The project team ran a number of cross-site
and network traversal attacks against the testbed. These attacks
were detected by a combination of conventional signature
techniques as well as by the anomaly detection techniques
developed for DATES. The SIEM provided a particularly rich
visualization of a network traversal attack.
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